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FREE SPACE

I verify I completed the activities marked above.  
Please enter me in the raffle!

 
Name:                                                                                       Date:

Write a 1 page
story about a

person
overcoming a
setback in 1L

year

Draw a picture
to illustrate

the facts of a
case. Stick

figures
welcome!

Eat lunch
at the
Hubb

Attend a
student

org's back-
to-school

event

Meet
counselor
Sydnee

Feuerhelm
tabling in

Porterhouse 

Check out a
study aid
for one

class

Get coffee
with Dean Lee

Schneider,
Dean Lain, or

Liz Battles

Volunteer
for Cady

Day

Ask the person
sitting in front or

behind you in
class to study

together. 
You both claim

this box!
 

Complete
a CALI

exercise

Attend
office

hours with
one

professor

Stop by the
library
tabling

event on
8/28, 9/25,
or 10/30.

Write a short
reflection

after
reviewing

your 
Criminal Law

midterm.

Draw a
comic strip

illustrating a
growth
mindset

Complete a
lesson in
MAX by

AccessLex

Draft a
weekly study

schedule
with time to
synthesize

past weeks.

Meet with
your

Academic
Advisor

Spend 30
min. on an

activity that
brings you

joy

Explain a
legal rule to

your 
dog, cat, 
or pillow

 

Create a
flowchart to
illustrate a

complex rule
or series of

rules

Compare
your

Contracts
notes with a
classmate's.

Meet with
Liz Battles
to discuss

study habits
or exam

skills

Write a 1-2
paragraph

hypo to test
2 concepts
from Torts

Ask your
ISG Leader
how they

survived 1L

Drake Law SCHOOL



Cross off the activities you complete.  
Submit all comics or writing as an assignment on the

ISG Blackboard page. 
 

Once you get 5 in a row, sign and upload your card
to the ISG Blackboard page. Each BINGO earns one

entry into the raffle. 
A fully-filled card earns 6 entries!

 
Raffle Drawing: Oct. 30 & Nov. 30, 2024

 
Prize: $100 Bulldog Bucks

valid at Drake dining facilities, Drake bookstore, and 
participating neighborhood restaurants.
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